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a b s t r a c t 

BIPV has gained a lot of attention in the solar world especially in recent times as the push for Net Zero Energy 

Buildings (NZEB) and concerns about landscape aesthetics increases. Aesthetics plays a critical role in the adoption 

of BIPVs as it is one of the fundamental components architects and home owners look out for. This paper discusses 

the primacy of aesthetics by using the elements and principles of design as guide in BIPV applications. Essential 

elements of design such as colour, shape, and texture have been discussed. Principles of design such as variety, 

balance, rhythm, contrast and proportion have also been discussed as useful tools in BIPV adoption by home 

owners and architects. It is emphasised that the essence of BIPV is to introduce ‘beauty’ in Photovoltaic application 

and the earlier aesthetic is treated as ‘Gold’ and given primacy, the better for BIPV adoption. This paper identifies 

the basic elements and principles of design as the “building blocks ” of BIPV design, application and adoption. 

Finally, it is argued that aesthetics plays a cardinal role in consumer purchasing decision. This paper offers an 

exceptional design perspective to BIPV application as various attempts have been made by several researchers to 

address the issue of aesthetics in BIPVs. 
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. Introduction 

Climate change and its ramifications have forced the world to adopt
arious Green House Gas (GHG) abatement approaches of which Re-
ewable energy is part. Understandably, due to the increase in CO2
missions as a result of a booming global economy and rising energy
emand [1] , it is imperative that a conscious effort is made to pare
hese emissions in especially the energy sector. The energy sector has
herefore received massive attention particularly in the areas of trans-
ort and electrification. Notable amongst them is the adoption of Re-
ewable sources such as solar energy. Solar energy has not only come
o save nations from energy crises but to reduce over-reliance on fossil
uels as well as to introduce competitive energy prices [2] . The Photo-
oltaic (PV) technology after its emergence in the 19th century, has gone
hrough massive growth in areas of efficiency, aesthetics, market pen-
tration and cost [ 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 9 , 17 ]. PV technology works in a very simple
ay; by converting sunlight into electricity through semi-conductors.
ig. 1 gives a visual representation of how solar PV works. PV appli-
ation has evolved over the years, from large scale PV farms and PV
ntegration in vehicles, to domestic appliances such as TV sets, radios,
ir conditioners and torches [6] . 
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In the architectural space, PVs have been applied to various build-
ngs for both domestic and industrial purposes. Advancement in solar
echnology has seen the emanation of Building Integrated Photovoltaics
BIPVs), a modern and economical way of utilising solar energy [8] . The
rowing concern on environmental space, land usage and aesthetics has
iven credence to the widespread of BIPVs. Concerns about landscape
istortions is of yore and there have been an outcry by the public and
arious stake holders especially on hydropower landscape, electricity
ransmission lines, landscape distortions and wind turbines [ 9 , 10 , 11 ].
n recent years, legitimate agitations about landscape and energies, es-
ecially as the quest for renewables increases [12] has been heightened.
or instance, there have been an outcry from farmers and landowners on
olar PV deployment taking over their lands [13] . Architects and home-
wners have also criticised PV application as a distortion of landscape,
herefore they need to find a better approach to merge solar PVs into
uildings [14] . 

The idea of BIPV is to introduce a more efficient way of utilising solar
hotovoltaics (PVs) to produce electricity in buildings while consider-
ng architectural appeal. The advantages are numerous and the rapidity
ith which the technology is pullulating promises to make it a viable

nergy source for domestic and industrial building construction projects
eptember 2021 
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List of Acronyms and Abbreviations 

BAPV Building Applied Photovoltaic 
BIPV Building Integrated Photovoltaic 
GHG Green House Gas 
NZEB Net Zero Energy Buildings 
PV Photovoltaic 
SMART Selectively Modulated Aesthetic Reflectors Technology 

n the nearby future [15] . Cost, reliability, efficiency and aesthetics are
ey factors consumers consider in the choice of every product. Many
esearchers believe that the projections and hope for BIPVs have not
een met yet partly due to issues such as high cost, aesthetics, socio-
ultural factors and psychological factors [ 16 , 17 ]. There have been sev-
ral studies highlighting fundamental issues in BIPV adoption such as
ost, reliability and efficiency [ 2 , 9 , 17 ], however, same cannot be said
or aesthetics. The scanty nature of literature on aesthetics of BIPV re-
ects the minimum attention manufacturers and academics have given
o it. Even the few works on aesthetics have only explored for instance;
esthetic premiums on BIPV roofs, specific case studies on aesthetics,
dvise on balancing aesthetics with efficiency and coloured BIPV tech-
ologies. This paper therefore fills in the gap in literature by offering an
xceptional design perspective to BIPV manufacturers and adaptors in
rder to achieve an aesthetic value. In other words, the paper seeks to
ive insight on “the road to achieving aesthetics. ”
Fig. 1. How solar P

2 
Aesthetics forms a critical role in the acceptance of BIPVs, hence
urning blind eyes and deaf ears, and only treating it as a myth will
low down the adoption of BIPVs. Afterall, the essence of BIPV is to in-
roduce “Beauty ” in Photovoltaic adoption and application. The earlier
esthetics is treated as “Gold ” and given primacy, the better for BIPV
doption. 

This paper presents a comprehensive review of the critical role of
esthetics in the adoption of BIPVs. The subsequent sections briefly

hrow light on the meaning and categories of BIPV, theoretical and
hilosophical background of aesthetics, the influence of aesthetics in
IPV application, element and principles of design in BIPV systems. A
ection is also created to discuss aesthetics as a competitive driver for
IPV companies and consumer minds. The paper concludes and makes
ome recommendations for BIPV developers. The structure of the article
s presented in Fig. 2 below. 

.1. What are BIPVs? 

BIPVs have been known in the solar world for decades, yet still con-
idered as a niche area. In short, BIPVs are photovoltaic materials that
re incorporated into building structures and used to replace orthodox
uilding materials rather than applying them on buildings after com-
letion [18] . The rationale behind BIPV that makes it standout from its
ounterpart Building Applied Photovoltaics (BAPV) is the fact that it en-
elopes harmoniously into the structure of the building without pouting
isibly. In the architectural world, the finesse and final outlook (beauty)
f a building is as important as the functionality [19] , therefore BIPVs
V works [7] . 
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Fig. 2. Article Structure – Authors own curling. 
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l  
ome up as an advantage. BIPV provides a glamourous touch of beauty
nd efficiency as well as a relatively cheaper option should one con-
ider energy and conventional building material cost. BIPV promises to
e the hope for Net Zero Energy Buildings (NZEB) in the future consid-
ring the headway it’s made so far. Indeed, although the primary aim
f many energy consumers will be ensuring efficiency and cutting down
ost, the final outlook has become an issue of concern especially should
V cells be applied on buildings. Evidently, the star quality of BIPV is
ts appearance [18] . BIPV has therefore become a pivotal material that
arries both clean energy with architectural facelift. 

.2. Categories of BIPVs 

Although, photovoltaic cells can be generally categorised into two;
ilicon based and non-silicon based [8] , BIPVs categorisation is a bit
ore open. BIPVs can be categorised depending on the solar cell type

nd mode of application as well as the names used to identify them on
he market. Depending on the application, BIPV can be grouped into cur-
ain wall, pitched roof system and glazing. Others can be categorised de-
ending on their thickness, shape, efficiency, colour and degree of trans-
arency [20] . On the market, BIPVs can sometimes be categorised into
ell glazing, modules, tiles, foils, concentrated and non-concentrated.
his can vary depending on the manufacturer or perhaps the most ac-
ive material used in manufacturing [21] . Fig. 3 below depicts some of
he various categorisation of BIPVs. 

. Aesthetics; the art of beauty 

Aesthetics, coined from the Greek word “aesthesis ” which is origi-
ally linked to “sensory perception ” is a hoary philosophical concept
hat examines the art of beauty and taste. Aesthetics has been fur-
her concocted to mean various things by art Philosophers, for instance
aumgarten gave a new meaning which implied satisfaction of senses
r sybaritic fulfilment [23] . The idea is to substantiate the fact that
rtworks are produced for satisfaction, fulfilment and self-gratification.
ased on these divergent perspectives, aesthetics has been applicative in
he art field and has served as the yardstick for judgement, evaluation,
nderstanding and emotions [24] . Aesthetics is originally intertwined
ith design and art, but has recently been used to imply different things

n different disciplines, however it still remains a basic principle in as-
essing nature, people and art. 

As technology advances, industrialisation increases, and humanity
xplores better ways of solving problems, aesthetics has gradually be-
ome a bedrock underlining these developments. The quest for beauty
n products and nature has increased compared to the olden days when
unctionality was the core of everything. In the same manner with which
ood looks earns people a ‘beauty premium’, beautiful product outlook
3 
arns a product a natural consideration in the minds of many consumers.
lthough functionality, cost, brand, ergonomics and hedonics are core

n product choice, aesthetics plays an equally crucial role [25] . The first
mpression tends to ward off or invite potential consumers especially in
he choice of a product. Assuming two products with similar content are
resented in different packages, one with a low aesthetic value and vice
ersa, there is a high tendency that consumers will rush for the “beauti-
ul ” product irrespective of prior knowledge of the content. This is what
ome researchers have coined as “amelioration effect of visual design and

esthetics on content credibility ”, giving justification to the ligature be-
ween credibility and aesthetics [26] . Consumers mostly liken beauty to
uality. Until people take time to try a product out, or based on testi-
ony of other consumers, aesthetics and beautiful outlook mostly serve

s the criteria for selection. Appeal is as important as functionality in the
orld of architecture. Aesthetics can be for commercial, comfort, posi-

ive brain stimulation and pleasure, although may require consumers to
ay more. Compromising aesthetics can be related to shooting one’s self
n the foot. Eventually, consumers will look out for aesthetically pleasant
roducts once they have options. Various researchers have highlighted
he importance of aesthetics in BIPV adoption. For instance; 

[27] investigates the balance between aesthetics and efficiency in
IPVs in Tropical areas. A live study was conducted on a BIPV building

n Singapore for a period of one year to ascertain the influence of aes-
hetics on efficiency. The authors findings demonstrated that, efficiency
s not compromised should BIPV aesthetics be explored to full capac-
ty. Infact, the losses determined were relatively minor and advised that
rominence is given to the aesthetics of BIPV. In a paper by [28] shed
ight on BIPV within the architectural world in China. The findings of
he paper reveal that aesthetics, cost, technology and function are fun-
amental in BIPV application apart from focusing solely on integration.
t also proposed a maintenance culture for PV cells rather than focusing
n prolonging the life span of PV. Therefore, the authors developed a PV
tructure that makes maintenance easy without compromising the aes-
hetical value of the building. [29] also evaluated the aesthetical value of
IPV for roofing. The paper offered an estimate of the cost of aesthetics
nd established the fact that although BIPV is costly, compared to other
ptions, consumers are willing to purchase them because of their visual
ppeal. A case study was used to access the investment cost and the eco-
omic benefit of aesthetics. It was realised that manufacturers tend to
ocus more on the functionality, installation complexities, and exorbi-
ant maintenance thereby giving less attention to aesthetics. This intend
inders acceptance by consumers. [30] again analysed two Brazilian
irports and accessed the performance of BAPV and BIPV respectively.
he rational was to establish the aesthetic impact of BIPV over its coun-
erpart BAPV when it comes to efficiency and performance. It was re-
lised in both cases that the installed peak power was 100% and 87%
espectively. It was concluded that it is worth compromising slightly on
fficiency in order to meet the aesthetic requirements of PV application
nd to make it attractive to various stake holders within the built en-
ironment. Last but not the least [31] considers the opportunities and
hallenges of BIPVs in Southeast Asian countries. The study identified
hat aesthetics is amongst other factors have impeded the acceptance
nd growth of BIPV acceptance. 

It is evident that, most of the previous studies conducted on the aes-
hetics of BIPVs do not tackle the basic approach to improving aesthetics
tself in BIPV application, but rather focuses on highlighting the mere
elevance of aesthetics in BIPV application. The difference here is that,
his paper offers an exceptional knowledge from a design perspective by
xploring the elements and principles of design and their role in BIPV
evelopment and application. Considering the relevance of aesthetics in
IPVs, it is important that designers and artists add their voice to the
iscourse in order to maximise beauty and push BIPVs to an enviable de-
ign standard that can duly replace modern building materials without
truggle. 

In the application of BIPVs, the idea of aesthetics cannot be over-
ooked, else there would have been no need for its development. Consid-
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Fig. 3. A key review of building integrated photo- 

voltaic (BIPV) systems – Source [21] . 

For instance, in Fig. 4 , BIPVs have also been categorised 

based on their usage and product type. 

Fig. 4. Classification of BIPVs products [22] . 
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ring the fact that BIPV offers a perfect envelope and merge-off PVs into
he building by replacing conventional materials, emphasis is placed
n the final outlook of the building. Regular application of solar PVs
BAPVs) could have served its main purpose of electrification but as de-
elopment and industrialisation increases, there have been a pressing
emand to modify PV application to suit modernity. Architectural aes-
hetics, innovation, creativity and face-lift have become a priority in the
1st century compared to centuries ago when functionality was the core
im [32] . 

Although not much difference, aesthetics has direct bearing on other
actors that influence the adoption of BIPVs such as efficiency and cost
27] . Just like in product enhancement and packaging, the extra finesse

ttracts extra cost and in certain cases compromises on efficiency [23] .
ith the aim of introducing PVs to replace conventional building mate-
s  

4 
ials such that they form part of the building envelope, BIPV consumers
ust be prepared to make up for the aesthetic additions. However, the
ifference in cost and efficiency as a result of aesthetics have been re-
lised as minimal [ 27 , 28 , 29 , 30 ]. 

. General rules of aesthetics and design (Visual aesthetics) 

Aesthetics cuts across various areas and cannot be restricted only to
he arts, although art forms a critical part in the philosophy of aesthet-
cs. In the Western world of art, visual art has gained massive attention
ompared to other forms, thereby making it very easy to associate it to
esthetics. However, it is worthy to note that, aesthetics goes beyond vi-
ual art, as it captures the sense of pleasantness in general. For example;
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Fig. 5. Visual representation of coloured cell coating [35] . 
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i  
andscapes, humans, sun and moon can strike beauty, therefore equally
ualify to be tagged as aesthetically pleasant [24] . 

Naturally, consumers prefer shiny and beauteous things and there-
ore may sometimes desire them even above functionality. Aesthetics
ives pleasure when perceived and vision gives substance to aesthetics.
owever, there is more to aesthetic design than what is merely per-
eived. For the purpose of evaluating the role of aesthetics in BIPV adop-
ion, aesthetics shall be limited to visual and landscapes. In visual aes-
hetics, various elements and principles trigger beauty. In other words,
or one to appreciate beauty, there are some underlining elements and
rinciples that formulate beauty. The build-up of a design for visual
mpact usually goes through various stages of consideration and devel-
pment. This gives credence to the elements and principles of design;
hich are the foundation and building blocks of every design. This sec-

ion shall discuss three of these elements, namely colour, shape, and
exture. Design principles such as variety, balance, rhythm, emphasis,
ontrast, and proportion shall also be discussed. Gaining some substan-
ial understanding of the elements and principles of design will serve
s the building blocks for appreciating aesthetics in the contest of BIPV
pplication. 

.1. Elements of design 

.1.1. Colour 

Colour forms a basic visual base in product design and consumer
hoice. Colour is what the eye perceives when light falls on an object. It
s estimated that, there are over ten million colours, making it difficult to
etermine specific shades of a colour [33] . Colour comes up basically in
he area of design, architectural finishing, nature and almost all aspects
f life. Theoretically, colour can be grouped into many systems. From a
raphical perspective, colour has been grouped fundamentally into pri-
ary, secondary and tertiary. Primary colours are red, blue and yellow

nd secondary colour comprises of orange, green and violet. Tertiary
olours on the other hand are the mixtures of a primary and secondary
olours [34] . Colour forms a fundamental aspect of product beauty, and
elps artwork or product to gain its full glory and appeal. 

In PVs, it is possible to explore various colours in order to meet the
esthetic requirements especially in the architectural world. [35] ex-
lores Selectively Modulated Aesthetic Reflectors Technology (SMART),
hich is useful in producing variations in cell colours. Figs. 5 and 6 be-

ow shows variety of colours for solar cells. 

.1.2. Shape 

Shape is important in design as it serves as the fundamental element
nd building block for developing an artwork. Shape basically refers to
n enclosed space that is defined by a perimeter. Every single element of
5 
esign exists in a form of shape. Basic shapes include square, rectangle
nd triangle. On a broader scale, shapes can be categorised into geomet-
ic, organic and abstract [36] . Determining the most appropriate shape
t for purpose is key in the successful execution of an artwork, as well
s full acceptance by the set target audience. In a study conducted by
37] , it is evident that solar PVs can be explored in various shapes, for
nstance into moulding somewhat complex shapes such as trees. Shapes
n PV application can be basic (A), carved into creative pieces (B) or
ophisticated like (C) the proposed solar efficient V3 nectar design. 

.1.3. Texture 

Texture is the general feel of a substrate. In other words, the rough-
ess or smoothness of a surface. Texture comes in two forms; visual and
actile. Visual texture refers to the impression of texture created either
hrough lines, shapes or colour on a substrate or screen, whereas tac-
ile refers to the actual texture that can be felt, for instance smooth or
ough [41] . Texture brings life and realism to an object. In product de-
ign, tactile texture is important as it serves as the final feel of an object.
n PVs, texture can be achieved by plasma etching, laser texturing and
etal assisted texturing [42] . In PV design, various textures have been

xplored to improve its efficiency. For instance, [43] uses the texture of
iola flower to enhance the effectiveness of photovoltaics. Fig. 7 shows
extures curled from the viola flower for PV development. 

However, the choice and application of colour shape and texture as
lements of design in BIPV application are partly dependant on external
r environmental factors. The surrounding, nature of building, culture,
thos of the people as well as taste may inform the application of these
lements. 

.2. Principles of design 

.2.1. Variety 

This usually refers to the ability to match varied elements that have
ery little or nothing in common to achieve a wholistic composition.
ariety brings a different touch, unique from the same element in a
omposition. It is easy to break monotony through variety, in order to
xcite and spark the interest of consumers. Variety can come through
exture, shape, colour amongst other elements of design [44] . Variety
s usually introduced for the purpose of reinforcing the aesthetic mag-
itude of other elements of design in a composition to enhance user ex-
erience. In PV applications, variety can be demonstrated through the
uxtaposition of different colours, shapes, textures amongst others. 

.2.2. Balance 

The idea of visual weight and pictorial balance is of true essence
n the world of art. Perhaps not to side-line other principles of design,
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Fig. 6. Shapes of PVs [ 38 , 39 , 40 ]. 

Fig. 7. Microscopic Textured image of PV texture curled from viola flower [43] . 
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Fig. 8. PV mounted on the façade to depict rhythm [50] . 
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ut it happens to be the easiest the eye can pick [45] . Balance in de-
ign to simply put is the even arrangement of elements in an artwork.
t constitutes the apportionment of visual weight, such that one side
f the design does not present smaller than the other. Balance usually
omes in either symmetrical or asymmetrical forms. Symmetrical bal-
nce ensures that the components on the left equally match those on
he right and vice-versa while in asymmetrical balance elements on one
ide differs but can still give an illusion of balance. Usually, symmetrical
alance is regarded as more appealing and beautiful compared to other
orms of balance. This is evident in humans, and patterns as depicted
n the works of [ 46 , 47 ]. Visual balance makes compositions interesting,
nd is capable of holding a viewer’s attention since it is aesthetically
leasing [48] . In order to achieve aesthetics in product display, balance
s a crucial principle that cannot be compromised. In BIPV application,
he ability to balance the various PVs in a given space, such that har-
ony is achieved is key. For instance, balance can be achieved by evenly
istributing shapes or colour of PVs during application in order to make
t aesthetically appealing. 

.2.3. Rhythm 

Rhythm is the repetition of a specific or several components of a de-
ign in order to intentionally create movement. The Phenomenology of
hythm basically coordinates the idea of repetition to how viewers per-
eive them. In real life, rhythm ends up creating balance and stability
n a work of art. In the world of design, rhythm may reflect in the repe-
ition of structures, function, movement, growth and process [49] . The
dea of rhythm mimics duplication or re-creation. Once an element is
epeated, with the overall aim of creating a pattern, pleasant for visual-
zation, then rhythm is created. Rhythm demonstrates consistency, and
ominance in practicality. In BIPV application, various panels can be
rranged to create an illusion of repetition which intend rhymes when
6 
erceived. This makes it seemingly attractive for onlookers. A classic
xample is figure 11 below, where panels have been vertically mounted
n the façade to depict rhythm ( Fig. 8 ). 

.2.4. Contrast 

Contrast means being different. The idea that different elements can
e peacefully composed unto a substrate to give a homogenous effect
nd a sense of agreement is not new in design. However, achieving con-
rast requires a considerable skill and conscious aesthetic effort. Contrast
ould be in colour, text, shape, style, texture amongst others. The most
mportant thing to look out for is the combination of different elements
or a wholistic outcome [51] . Contrast introduces emphasis on a partic-
lar point of interest. 
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.2.5. Proportion 

This is a fundamental principle of design which basically highlights
he relationship between the sizes of elements in a composition. Pro-
ortion somehow highlights the most essential elements in a work. For
nstance, bigger elements are given prominence and vice-versa. A per-
ect playout of proportion in a composition emphasises harmony. There
s a high tendency that all elements of design may not be on the same
cale in a composition. However, prominence or emphasis may be given
o specific element depending on their relevance. A perfect balance of
he scale of the elements in surface design helps achieve a perfect pro-
ortional application [52] . 

. The role of elements and principles of design in BIPV 

pplication 

Drawing from the elements and principles of design as discussed
bove, it is evident that there is a direct correlation between PV model
evelopment and application, whether in BIPV or BAPV application.
undamentally, they form the building blocks of every product design.
lements such as colour, shape and texture as discussed above form the
asic component of every structural design. The final outlook i.e. the
olours of photovoltaic is as essential as the efficiency. If a less attrac-
ive colour is used for the finishing of photovoltaic materials, there is
 high tendency that architects and home owners might not patronise
hem. This is partly due to its aesthetic outlook, which may result in
ither a mismatch or unworthy replacement of an otherwise colourful
riginal building façade, window or roof material. For instance, assum-
ng most home owners like bright roofing materials like burgundy, blue
r any other brighter colour, having a black standardized BIPV as the
nly option for a roof material will automatically turn off potential con-
umers. 

An element such as shape forms a componential part when it comes
o aesthetics. Exploring various shapes such as oval, circle, trapezium,
quare, rectangle amongst many others have a high tendency to make
hotovoltaic materials highly tradable in the architectural world. Con-
idering the hope and expectation on BIPVs, the aim is to push PV ma-
erials as perfect substitutes for conventional building materials, such
hat similar shapes can be easily accessed for same architectural pur-
oses without compromising the efficiency of energy produced by these
Vs. 

The visual texture of PV materials is also a very important aspect
f aesthetics that cannot be ignored. How a product feels visually gives
n illusion of roughness, smoothness, patterned or otherwise is impor-
ant. Architects and home owners pay critical attention to the texture
f their façades; therefore, PVs can mimic the texture of conventional
uilding materials for façades in order to enhance its viability. Princi-
les of design such as variety, balance, rhythm, contrast and proportion
s discussed above play critical role in BIPV application. The final ar-
angement and outlook basically depend on the arrangement of PVs such
hat all these principles of design are not compromised as they form an
ssential part of modern architectural finishing. 

.1. Aesthetics as a competitive driver for BIPV adoption 

Over the past decades, the adoption of Solar systems has mainly re-
olved around critical factors such as efficiency and cost. In the BIPV
orld, the attention is predominantly on the outlook, and not cantered
nly on efficiency and cost although they still stand as relevant fac-
ors for consideration. The general acceptance of BIPV by stakeholders
uch as architects, home owners and contractors require that detailed
ttention is given to the final outlook of a product. Principal considera-
ions in colour, shape, texture amongst others are key to BIPV adoption.
owever, it is important to balance aesthetics, efficiency and function-
lity in order not to trade off the energy producing ability of PV’s for
eauty. Striking the balance will not only ensure the full acceptance and
lory of BIPVs but give magnitude to Net Zero Energy Buildings (NZEB)
7 
nd landscape aesthetics. Beauty is mainly the backbone of BIPV appli-
ations. The idea that PV systems can be architecturally merged into a
uilding envelope seems like a pleasant option for consumers. Consider-
ng technological proliferation and sophistication of BIPV systems, con-
umers have become privy to the various options which intend informs
heir purchasing decision. In other words, the more open the market is
he more variety consumers get in order ensure maximum satisfaction.
arketers have great interest in aesthetics, as it makes selling of prod-

cts generally easy. Without hesitation, one would generally assume
hat when it comes to essential products, performance and cost are key
actors of consideration and aesthetics does not matter, however, stud-
es have shown that even in the purchase of industrial and essential
roducts, consumers are more likely to consider aesthetics as well. Con-
umers are more likely to overlook essential factors such as price when
urchasing a product especially when the outward look is beautiful and
atchy [53] . This goes on to confirm the long-standing hypothesis that
esthetics plays a fundamental role in consumer choice. 

In BIPV application, aesthetics has gained enormous attention espe-
ially as the quest for product diversity and technological advancement
ncreases. Architects and home owners look out for specific colours,
hapes and other aesthetic values in a potential material especially for
nishing of buildings. Solar Photovoltaic manufacturing companies that
ave accentuated aesthetics in their dealings have gradually worked
heir way up to the heart of consumers and architects. The future of
reen buildings and renewable energy systems in modern architecture
epends partly on the diversification in aesthetic values of PV materials
54] . The impression an aesthetically pleasant product gives to a con-
umer is astounding. Aesthetics has proven to have a direct correlation
ith price. As the aesthetic value of a product is enhanced, a commensu-

ate price is validated in the minds of consumers. Naturally, consumers
re willing to even pay more for products that are aesthetically pleasant
nd showcase them for public attention [55] . The price sensitivities are
ikely to reduce especially if product is known to be good, unique and
urable. 

Aesthetics is a major driver in BIPV adoption and cannot be compro-
ised especially in this era of industrialisation. Evidently, aesthetics has

erved as a competitive driver in various product designs by stimulating
onsumer hedonics. BIPVs can flourish best in the architectural world
hen full attention is given to the aesthetics of Photovoltaics. 

. Conclusion and recommendations 

BIPV has become a perfect answer for architects and homeowners
illing to adopt solar. Gradually, this technology promises to increase

he share of renewables in the nearby future especially in the world of
rchitecture. This paper has highlighted the role of aesthetics in BIPV
doption. It is argued that the choice of BIPV over its counterpart BAPV
s mainly based on Aesthetics, therefore compromising the final outlook
f BIPV system is disastrous. Consumers are naturally enticed to beauti-
ul products, and it can be said same in BIPV application. Although cost
nd efficiency matters, aesthetics serves as the magnet that attracts po-
ential consumers. Fundamental principles and elements of design have
een identified as the building blocks of BIPV application and adoption
y homeowners and architects. Colour, shape, texture, variety, balance,
hythm, contrast and proportion have been highlighted as fundamen-
al for the excellent designing and application of BIPVs. This paper has
emonstrated that aesthetics plays a fundamental role in consumer pur-
hasing process. The major stake holders in BIPV adoption; architects
nd homeowners have a definite taste for beauty, therefore the primacy
f aesthetics cannot be underrated especially as solar energy has become
 major source of energy for electrification. 

It is recommended that as far as BIPV is concerned, aesthetics must
e treated as an important aspect by manufacturers and PV installers.
undamental principles and elements of design must be adopted to en-
ure that overall beauty is attained. It is expected that this paper offers
n insightful design perspective to BIPV adoption and application. 
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